
25 April, 2005 

Unto the populace of Atlantia, greetings from Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane, Golden Dolphin Herald!  

Herein you will find the results of the deliberations of the College of Heralds of Atlantia in April, 2005. 

ACCEPTANCES  

The following submissions have been accepted and included on a Letter of Intent to the College of Arms 
from Atlantia dated 21 April, 2005:  

Aillenn Dílis ingen Néll.  New name.  The name was originally submitted with inghean as the 
patronymic particle, but that is appropriate only for the period after 1200 while all the other forms in the 
name date from before 1200.  We therefore modified the particle to the earlier form ingen which is 
appropriate for the reminder of the name. 

Eadan of Tir-y-Don. New change of name.  

Graelant Wolfe. Resubmission of name.  

Patricia of Trakai. New name.  While the conjunction of Patricia and a locative from eastern Europe 
might at first glance look intrusive, we noted from Goldchmidt’s “Dictionary of Period Russian Names” 
the following masculine names forms derived from the same Latin source as Patrick and Patricia: 
Patrak, Patrakei, Patrakii, Patrik, Patrikei, Patrekei and Patrikii.  

Susane d’Anjou. New device.  Argent, on a bend sable between two pears 
vert, three fleurs-de-lys palewise Or.   

 

 

 

RETURNS  

The following submission have been returned to the submitter for further 
work:  

Elizabet Sinclair. New name and device.  Per chevron sable and purpure, a 
winged compass star Or.  Unfortunately, the name is directly in conflict 
with the registered name of Elizabeth Saint Clair.  As documentation for the 
byname clearly showed, it was in both England and Scotland simply an 
alternate spelling of Saint Clair and, even today in England, the surname 
Saint Clair is generally pronounced Sinclair.  For the byname to be clear of 
conflict, it would have to be significantly different in both sound and 
appearance.  The way the winged charge is drawn, it is really a pair of 
wings surmounted by a compass star of the same tincture.  Since all but 
three of the eight rays of the Or compass star actually lie on the Or wings, in 
the colored version of the device, it was almost impossible to identify what 
the mullet was.  This appears to be unregisterable as it is. 
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PENDS 

The following items were pended: 

Lisette la Bergière. Resubmission of device. Azure, a chevron engrailed 
argent between two lions couchant respectant and a fleur-de-lys Or.  This 
has been pended for redrawing with the engrailings fewer and larger and a 
larger fleur-de-lys.  Normally, this would have been returned to the 
submitter for redrawing, but since the larger of the two problems (the 
engrailed line of division) was almost certainly the result of previous advice 
to make the engrailings fewer and smaller, Golden Dolphin felt that it was 
in the submitters best interests to do the redrawing “in house”. 

Michel von Schönsee. New change of badge.  (Fieldless) A turtle tergiant 
contourny fesswise Or.  The forms indicated that this is a change of badge 
with the old badge to be released though that badge was not specified.  We 
have pended this to confirm with the submitter that he really wishes to 
release his current badge (“(Fieldless) A seeblatt per pale sable and Or.”) 
as he does not need to do so to register this one.   

 

Your servant, 

Alisoun 


